Thank you for choosing Floorsafe anti-slip system. Please read this direction sheet before commencing application.

Check the contents of this box. Should there be any shortage or damage please call us on 07-5422240

This Floorsafe anti-slip system pack contains four products.
Product No.1 (pink liquid) Product No.2 (green liquid) Product No.3 (blue liquid) and a Floorsafe Maintenance Cleaner (also blue liquid).

These three products used together will make your slippery tiled floor anti-slip safe.

BEFORE YOU START:
Remove all items from the area to be treated and sweep up all loose debris.
Lay towelling or protected sheet down beside working area to stand equipment on.
Make sure you have everything ready before you start. Soft broom, squeegee, water, mop & bucket with plenty of clean cold water.

During application avoid splashing or walking products onto other floor surfaces as staining may occur. Never allow the products to dry out. Do not apply to hot surfaces.

We highly recommend you treat a small area in a hidden corner before treating the entire surface. This will allow you to get a feel for the product, know how long to leave the no 2 product down on the surface for and check for any reactions with the product. Dark coloured tiles may discolor and show a clouding effect or dullness if treated incorrectly. Because the application of these products are out of our control, Floorsafe NZ (2008) Ltd cannot and will not except any liability for any injury or damage caused by using these products

DIRECTIONS FOR APPLICATION:
ALWAYS APPLY PLENTY OF LIQUID AND USE ALL THE LIQUIDS PROVIDED IN EACH BOTTLE

1) Wet mop over the floor surface with clean cold water enough to wet the surface to be anti-slip treated, or in a larger outdoor area, spray with hose. For large areas, we recommend you split the area into smaller, manageable areas, and treat one area at a time. DO NOT EVER LET THE AREA BEING TREATED DRY OUT, SPRAY A VERY SMALL AMOUNT OF WATER OVER THE AREA MID TREATMENT IF IT APPEARS TO BE DRYING.
2) Pour out product No.1 in a puddle. Using a soft broom spread the solution over the wet floor surface.
3) Whilst product No.1 is wet immediately and carefully pour out product No.2 (over top of no. 1, do not wash no. 1 off first) and brush liquid over product No.1 as above. Brush the liquids carefully around to avoiding splashing any liquid onto walls or equipment.

The two products mixed together will now start to create the anti-slip effect. The leave on time to produce the required anti-slip effect varies from tile to tile. Between 2 – 10 minutes is all that’s required. KEEP BRUSHING THE PRODUCTS IN CIRCULAR MOTION AT ALL TIMES AND DO NOT LEAVE PRODUCTS ON FOR LONGER THEN REQUIRED as over treatment may cause difficulties in cleaning the floor after treatment and may discolor the floor. To judge this, push your foot with weight into the solutions on the floor. As soon as you feel your foot gripping the anti-slip is completed and step 3 should be done as quickly as possible.
4) Pour out product No.3 (over the top of No.1 and No. 2) and brush the liquid well in over the wet surface.
5) Immediately rinse the floor with plenty of clean water. Brush or squeegee as much of the waste liquids down the waste drain outlet.
6) Repeat step 4.
7) Mop over floor and skirtings with clean water once or twice and leave to dry.
THE FLOOR IS NOW ANTI-SLIP SAFE AND READY FOR USE.
Depending on the colour and surface of the tiles a slight dullness or a ‘Bloom’ may be visible after the treatment has dried. This is quite normal and will disappear with on-going cleaning.

SHOWER ALCOVES: If a build up of body fats & soaps exist a second application maybe needed.
Floorsafe Maintenance Cleaner for ongoing cleaning.
A specially formulated cleaning product is provided in the box. Using this cleaner to clean your floor will keep your floor clean & anti-slip safe. For further supplies please call us.
Because the application of these products are out of our control, Floorsafe NZ (2008) Ltd cannot and will not except any liability for any injury or damage caused by using these products.